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The Dawn of Gerontology 
FRANK HINMAN 

H' LOOKED it when he said, more to himself than to any one in 
particular, as he took his seat for lunch, “I’m through, I’m 

finished,” adding in answer to questioning glances, “I have retired.” 
A man of 65 with nothing wrong physically faced a future of many 

years for which he had made no plans. Over night the executive posi- 
tion to which he had worked up had slipped out of his hands for no 

other reason than his age. What would he do? 

Elders at present find few opportunities in industry. Professional 

men are about the only ones who can ease off in later years. It is odd 
but true that those whose job has been manual make the adjustment 
of retirement more smoothly than those whose work has been mental. 

The day laborer can keep busy with his puttering and gardening, but 
to most white collar pensioners this would be deadly and lead almost 
certainly to some physical or mental disaster. Every healthy elder 
needs an outlet in order to round out a full, contented life, and this 

outlet not only must be of interest but must at least appear to be 

worthwhile. 
Why the present concern? it may be asked. Haven’t people always 

retired when they got too feeble or too old? Of course, but the sig- 

Dr. Frank Hinman received his A.B. degree from Stanford University in 1902 

and his M.D. degree from Johns Hopkins in 1906. He has been clinical professor 

of urology at the University of California since 1915. He is chief of the urology 

service at the University of California Hospital and on the staff of the Franklin 
Hospital and the San Francisco Hospital. He has-won honors at science exhibi- 
tions of the American Medical Association, is a past president of the American 

Association of Genito-Urinary Surgeons, and is a fellow of the American College 

of Surgeons. Dr. Hinman is the author of a widely used textbook of urology. 

Words in italics are defined in the Glossary, page 231. 
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nificance of retirement has been changed completely by the over- 

whelming increase in the number of people who now reach the age of 
retirement. 

At the beginning of the seventeenth century the population of the 

world was estimated at 445,000,000. In 1937, the estimate was close 

to 2,104,000,000. The population of the United States, largely be- 
cause of immigration, doubled every twenty-five years during the 
nineteenth century, but with a diminishing birth rate and restricted 

immigration, there has been an increase of a bare 7 per cent in the last 
decade. Assuming no immigration, a decline in the birth rate, and an 

increase in longevity, one expert computes “a maximum of nearly 
154,000,000 in 1985 or thereabouts, after which it will begin to de- 

cline .. . and by the end of the century our numbers will be little, 

if any, greater than in 1920.” It would seem, therefore, that the 
population of this country soon will become stationary at somewhere 

between 100 and 150 million people. 
Today every child born in this country has an expectancy of more 

than 64 years, and when the maximum of population is reached in 
1985 or thereabouts, the average lease on life probably will be over 

70 years. From 1930 to 1940 the population increased 7.2 per cent, 
but the proportion of people over 65 increased 35 per cent in the same 
decade—almost five times the general increase. By the turn of the 

century, so population experts say, 32 per cent of the population will 
be elders over 54, and only 23 per cent, youth under 20. Instead of a 
median age of around 30 as at present while youth still outnumbers 
the aged two to one, the median age fifty-five years hence will be 

close to 50 and youth will be far outnumbered. The United States 

will then be truly a country of elders. 
Almost every one nowadays is biologically minded enough to be- 

lieve that man is an animal descended from lower forms of life 

through the natural laws of evolution. Only a few persons, however, 
will admit that these laws are still in force and apply to man’s social 

and human functions as well as to his biologic function as an animal 
in the past. What makes man differ from other animals is his code of 

human values, which values have struggled through the changes of 
past history and now face the struggle of existence through the muta- 
tions and selections of the future. However, future changes in human 

values need not be left to chance as were the physical changes in 
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biology, because man himself and not nature is their trustee. The 

United Nations Organization by its promise of mutual satisfactions 

is a product of evolution in human values and faces the struggle of 
survival. 

The care of the sick, the helpless, the needy, and the insane has 
long been recognized as purely human. For the sake of humanity, 

man has shouldered a tremendous burden of social obligations, and 
as yet he is barely conscious of these new qualities which make him 
human. By nature he is not altruistic, and he will become so only if 

the changes and survivals of human values choose this route. 
What gives these human values, which are still in the first stage of 

evolution, such a tremendous significance at this time is the current 

scientific revolution coming as it does immediately after the mechani- 
cal revolution. Mechanical and scientific technology permits these 
human values to go in the face of all the rules of biologic evolution. 
Man has defied nature’s law of survival of the fittest and has cared 
for and preserved the weak as well as the strong. Obstetrics and 
pediatrics have lowered infant mortality to a minimum. Medicine 

and surgery are eliminating one after the other the dangers of death 

from disease during adulthood, so that the day is near when every 

child born will expect to die of old age. Thus humanity has preserved 
and nourished the moron, the feeble-minded, the insane, and the 

criminal, and has allowed their intermarriage and reproduction until 
now the mass of human intelligence is being lowered instead of raised. 

However, the hope of Homo sapiens to survive his outlawry of na- 
ture lies in his reason and his brain. Fortunately also no other species 

has ever shown such remarkable adaptability to environment. 
Every species has an optimum period of life. Some one has estim- 

ated this as six times the growth period. This rule would make the 

optimum period for man from 120 to 150 years of age, since tone 

growth is not finished before the twentieth to the twenty-fifth year. 

At the present time few men pass 100 even with the help of medicine, 

but with a cure for cancer, for hardening of the arteries, and for or- 

ganic heart disease, all of which are reasonably possible, the medical 
profession will keep more and more people alive longer and longer. 

Imagine a nation such as the United States with a stationary popula- 

tion of 100 million people, the majority of whom reach 120 to 150 

years of age—or even the soon-to-be-assured 70? 
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However, senescence does not necessarily mean a helpless decline 
and degeneration. The physical activity of an individual may reach 
the peak at around 40 years, but mental ability, the capacity for in- 

tellectual work from which are derived those human values which 
make men different from animals, is better at 60 than at 30 and de- 

clines only slowly afterwards. This fast growing surplus of intellectual 
power may be the evolutionary process which will save the race from 

early extinction. At present nothing is being done either to use effec- 
tively or to improve the intellect and mature judgment of elders. 
Euthenics so far has been confined solely to improving the environ- 
ment of youth. The recent increase in the number of old people creates 

the need for a well planned old age movement also. 
The social status of elders at present is not satisfactory. On the 

farm, Grandpa would keep busy and useful, but not in the city, and 
there has been a tremendous shift from rural to urban life. The at- 
titude towards old age has changed too. Age is not revered as formerly 
but is just more or less tolerated. In consequence almost everybody 

dreads the thought of growing old. The idea of the dependence of the 
aged is spreading and society even contemplates giving everyone over 
55 or 60 a pension for life. When medicine keeps people alive for 

another sixty or more years, what a mob of dependents there will be 
then. Social security of the pension kind is not at all the answer. No 
idle person ever was content. Throughout life man must be active or 

be bored. Activity can be manual or mental, but any social security 
with no outlet for muscle or brain is unbiologic. The significance of 

leisure in old age is the opportunity of renewed activity, not the 
prospect of going from one rocking chair to another. Society must 
popularize this idea, furnish the opportunities for activity, and 
benefit by the results. Every individual of the future must begin at 40 
to prepare himseli for the inevitable period of senescence. Then when 
he has to let down or is forced to retire, he will have hobbies or other 
interests to fall back on, from which will come some opportunity for 

action and usefulness. 
Heretofore, people have grown old without a thought of how to 

grow old, but now that aging deprives so many people of their past 
usefulness, the process needs scientific study. Gerontology, as this 
study is called, covers normal and pathologic conditions of aging. 

The pathologic conditions, or the diseases of old age, are covered by 
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geriatrics, a branch of medicine. But the aging process of healthy 

people is a much more important problem, demanding study of the 
social aspects, industrial adjustments, and educational needs of 
normal older people. There has been practically no scientific research 
in gerontology. Now the time has come for an intensive study of the 

biologic processes of aging and the interrelation of these processes 
with changing social conditions. 

Elders need to be classified as to abilities and disabilities. Many of 
the disabled may be moved into the active group through the aid of 
geriatrics, already a fast growing specialty. Tests to determine the 
particular aptitudes of the able elders can be developed. Social wel- 
fare clinics to advise and encourage the aged can be established. Op- 

portunities for work, study, and play can be provided. Of first im- 
portance in a movement to make old age worthwhile is the develop- 
ment of schools or departments of gerontology which will institute 
the necessary research, will spread the philosophy that each in- 
dividual should plan an active self reliance in old age, and will provide 
a scholastic program to meet the requirements. A school for elders is 

not too absurd. The majority are capable of being taught, and an 
active interest in a curriculum would not only make for happiness 
but would salvage ideas and intellect at a time when society needs 
them most. 

Instead of thinking “I’m through, I’m finished” upon retirement at 
65 from whatever regular job a man has held, how much better were 

he to feel: ‘“My life has just begun.” 
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The Effect of Aging on the 

Course and Outcome 

of Pregnancy 
Louis M. HELLMAN 

HE matter of childbearing at either end of the normal reproduc- 
tive period in a woman’s life has attracted the attention and 

imagination of physician and layman alike. Down through the ages 
fabulous stories of children born to the very young and the very old 

recur with surprising regularity. The best known of these is the story 

of Sarah of the Old Testament, who, at 94 and long after the cessation 

of her menstrual periods, not only bore Abraham a son but was able 
to nurse this child. While it is impossible to say definitely that these 

reports are not true, it is worth noting that most of the instances of 
children being born to extremely old mothers occurred before the 
present century and at a time when the recording of births was un- 

reliable. In the experience of the Johns Hopkins Hospital, covering 
approximately 50,000 births, the greatest authenticated maternal age 

is 48. 
Regardless of the greatest age at which a woman has given birth, 

the age of the mother does have an important effect on the course and 
outcome of her pregnancy. Obstetricians have rather arbitrarily 
taken the age of 35 years as the end of youth and the beginning of old 

age as far as human reproduction is concerned. Particularly is this so 

in the case of the primiparous woman, who is termed elderly at 35. 

Dr. Louis M. Hellman received his \.B. degree from Yale in 1930 and his M.D. 

degree from Johns Hopkins in 1934. He served at the New York Hospital, the 

Boston Lying-In Hospital, and at Johns Hopkins. He has just returned from 

three years’ service in both Atlantic and Pacific with the Navy, during most of 

which time he was stationed on the hospital ship Refuge. He is now associate 
professor of obstetrics at Johns Hopkins. His chief fields of interest are obstetri- 

cal pathology, hemorrhagic disease of the newborn, and obstetrical anesthesia. 

Words in italics are defined in the Glossary, page 231. 
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> 

Much has been written concerning the peril both to her and to her 
child when pregnancy occurs at or beyond this age. 

The risks lie in the increased maternal and infant mortality rates 

and also in the medical complications of middle age, such as heart and 
kidney disease and diabetes, and the pregnancy complications of 

toxemia and myomata. 

The rate for stillbirths and neonatal deaths, regardless of the age of 

the mother, in a series of 45,000 deliveries, was 57.7 per thousand 

deliveries for the first-born child. The rate was 71.8 when the mother 
was between 35 and 39, and 80 per thousand births when the mother 

was between 40 and 45. There is also the factor of increased incidence 

of premature births and an increased vulnerability of these pre- 
maturely born infants correlated with the age of the mother. The 
death rate of premature children is between ten and twenty times that 
of term infants. 

In general it has been the policy of the Johns Hopkins clinic to 

allow older patients to deliver normally if the course of the pregnancy 
has been normal and the delivery promises to be so. It has not been 

found that the labor of older primiparous women is longer or more 

difficult than that of younger women. However, the slightest devia- 

tion from normal, be it toxemia, myomata, faulty position of the 

fetus in the uterus, or uterine inertia, deserves special consideration 
and frequently merits cesarean section. The clinic average for ab- 
dominal delivery is 4 per cent; however the average for the age group 

35 to 39 is 16 per cent, and for the 40 to 45 group, 44 per cent. While 
cesarean section does not necessarily mean increased maternal 

mortality, there is a definite infant wastage rate, and hence excellent 

obstetrical judgment is required to balance the risks and make the 
wise decision. 

In the case of the multiparous woman, while the pressure on the 
obstetrician to secure a good baby at all costs is somewhat reduced, 
the age factor is still present, and there is, in addition, the disad- 

vantageous effect the woman’s previous deliveries have had upon her 
general condition. The stillbirth and neonatal mortality rates of 
women with eight or more children are nearly two and a half times 

that of the low rates for second and third babies, and the maternal 
mortality rate jumps three and a half times after the birth of the 
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eighth child. The birth of many children relaxes the abdominal wall 
and the uterus, and there are many more cases of abnormal position 
of the fetus and hemorrhage occurring after delivery, as well as pre- 

mature separation of the placenta. To reduce these hazards to the 
older patient, the Johns Hopkins clinic offers to women with eight 
full term pregnancies either contraceptive advice or sterilization. 

There is one additional factor which needs to be considered in a 

discussion of the effect of aging on pregnancy. This is the diminution 
of reproductive vigor as maternal age advances. There is an increase 
not only in fetal deaths, as has been shown, but also a higher in- 
cidence of fetal abnormalities and certain congenital diseases. The 
increased occurrence of these conditions begins shortly after 30 years. 

The mongoloid infant, for example, is born usually to older mothers, 
the peak being reached at 41 years. The incidence of dwarfism likewise 

rises with advancing maternal age. 
Thus it is clear that maternal age exercises a strong influence on 

the course and outcome of pregnancy. The hazards discussed do not 
imply that it would be well to stop all childbearing in the older age 
group. They should, however, serve as warning posts to obstetrician 
and mother alike that there are dangers to be watched for, and that 

additional care must be taken. They should serve also to show the 
young married woman that her greatest talisman in pregnancy is 

youth, and that the formation of her family should not be too long 

delayed. 

To be 70 years young is sometimes far more cheerful and hopeful than 

to be 40 years old. 
OLIVER WENDELL HOLMES 
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The Effect of Coffee, Human 

Diets, and Inheritance Upon 
the Life Span of Rats 

A. SPERLING, J. K. L. L. BARNEs, 

AND CLIVE M. McCay 

BACKGROUND 

HE study of nutrition has made great advances in recent years as 
scientists have learned what a healthful diet should include. 

Moreover, the discovery of the exact composition of natural vitamins 
and their synthetic production, the manufacture of calcium pills and 
iron extract and so on have made it possible to add to any diet many 
of the things essential to health which the diet may lack. Thus such 

Gladys A. Sperling has been in charge of the Small Animal Colony in the Animal 

Nutrition Department at Cornell University since 1936. She received her A.B. 

degree from Oberlin College in 1927, with a major in chemistry, and an M.S. in 

bacteriology from Cornell University in 1936. 
Dr. John K. Loosli was assistant professor of animal nutrition at Cornell 

University from 1939 till early 1946. He is now full professor. He is also attached 

to the Fish and Wildlife Service of the Department of the Interior. He received 

his B.S. in 1931 from Utah State College, his M.S. from Colorado College in 
1932, and his Ph.D. from Cornell in 1938. 

Dr. LeRoy L. Barnes is associate professor of biophysics at Cornell Uni- 

versity. He received his A.B. degree at Oberlin in 1926 and his Ph.D. from Cornell 

in 1932. 
Dr. Clive M. McCay has been professor of nutrition at Cornell University since 

1934. He received his A.B. degree from the University of Illinois in 1920, his M.S., 

from Iowa State College in 1923, and his Ph.D. from the University of California 

in 1925. He has taught at the University of Texas, Iowa State College, the Uni- 

versity of California, and Yale. 

The studies reported on in this paper were carried out with the aid of grants 

by the Federal Government, the State of New York, and the Rockefeller Founda- 

tion. Expert technical assistance was rendered by Mrs. Vonda McCloskey, Mrs. 

Ruth Seither, and Mr. Alfred Armitage. ; 

The sources of the vitamin supplements used were ““Napco XX” and “Vitab,” 

made by the National Oils Products Co., Harrison, N. J. 
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deficiency diseases as pellagra and scurvy may be eliminated. 
The full potentialities of the study of nutrition, however, have not 

yet been explored. Does the diet affect the graying of the hair? Can 
the diet be managed so as to prolong life? 

Since it is difficult to carry out extensive dietary experiments on 
human beings, scientists use the laboratory animal most nearly like 

a human being in nutritional habits—the white rat. The average life 
span of this animal is two years, and so several generations can be 
studied during the working life of a man. . 

Now FOR THE INVESTIGATION OF Miss SPERLING, 

Dr. Loos, Dr. BARNES AND Dr. McCay 

The purpose of this study was to determine the effect upon the 

longevity in the rat, of “improving”’ a diet similar to that consumed 
by many persons in the United States. 

One group of rats (A) was fed this average diet, including eggs, 
milk, fats, hamburger and pork sausage, sugar, unenriched white 

bread, and some fruit and vegetables. 

A second group (B) was fed this same diet except that included 
were twice as much milk, meat richer in vitamins, more vegetables 
including leafy vegetables, and less sugar and potatoes. 

A third group (C) was given the same diet as the A group except 
that vitamins were added. 

In order to make this experiment accord further with human 

practices, coffee was fed to half of each dietary group. 

Although group A grew more slowly than groups B and C, all three 

groups lived about the same length of time. Life sran, of course, is 

only one test of an optimum diet, but judging from _. = life span alone 
the diet was not improved by the addition of vitamins and calcium. 

Furthermore, there was no evidence that coffee shortened the life 

span of any group. Because so many claims have been made that 

coffee has bad effects on men and animals, a second series of experi- 
ments was made. Coffee was given as the only liquid to some rats, 

water to others. All but one female (on water) produced at least one 

litter during the first year. The growth of the young from mothers 
fed strong coffee was slightly less, but differences disappeared as the 
rats matured. This second generation of rats was raised upon a similar 
diet and beverages. These rats in turn were used to produce a third 
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generation. No differences resulted. No evidence was found that coffee 

modified growth or reproduction. 
However, inheritance seemed to play an important role in deter- 

mining the life span of the rat. Of 19 rats from short-lived litters, 14 

died early deaths, 4 lived an average life span, and only 1 lived longer 
than average. Of 58 rats from long-lived litters, 44 were long-lived, 

while only 8 died prematurely and six lived an average life. 

Socrates: There is nothing which for my part I like better, Cephalus, 

than conversing with aged men; for I regard them as travelers who have 

gone a journey which I too may have to go, and of whom I ought to 

inquire whether the way is smooth and easy or rugged and difficult. And 

this is a question which I should like to ask of you, who have arrived at 

that time which the poets call “the threshold of old age’’: Is life harder 

toward the end, or what report do you give of it? 

Cephalus: The truth is, Socrates, that these regrets [of old people], 

and also the complaints about relations [that they do not care], are to 

be attributed to the same cause, which is not old age, but men’s char- 

acters and tempers; for he who is of a calm and happy nature will hardly 

feel the pressure of age, but to him who is of an opposite disposition 

youth and age are equally a burden. 
Plato’s Republic 
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The Size of Somatic Chromo- 

somes at Different Ages 
in the Rat 
Joun J. BIESELE 

BACKGROUND 

T Is common knowledge that individuals related to each other by 
descent resemble each other to a greater or less degree, but that no 

two are identically alike (except in the extremely rare case of identical 
twins). For centuries man has utilized this knowledge, more or less 

unconsciously, in the breeding of animals and plants, without know- 

ing why “like begets like.” Today one of the newest of the sciences, 
known as genetics, is endeavoring to explain the whys and wherefors 

of the similarities and differences between related individuals. 
In higher organisms, including man, the individual is originally a 

single cell, formed by the union of egg and sperm, and this one cell 

contains the factors which will determine all of the inherited charac- 
teristics of the individual. The cell is made up of jelly-like material, 
known as cytoplasm, and a nucleus. In the nucleus are rod-like 
chromosomes, made up of the all-important genes, which determine 

Dr. John J. Biesele received his A.B. and Ph.D. degrees from the University of 

Texas, in 1939 and 1942 respectively. From 1942 to 1944 he was a Fellow of the 
International Cancer Research Foundation, working at the University of Texas, 

the Barnard Free Skin and Cancer Hospital in St. Louis, and the University of 

Pennsylvania. From 1944 to 1946 he was research associate in the department 
of genetics of the Carnegie Institution of Washington. At present he is assistant 
to the Sloan-Kettering Institute for Cancer Research in New York City, and a 

research associate in the department of biology at the Massachusetts Institute 

of Technology. His work has been chiefly with chromosomes and nuclear cytol- 

ogy, and histochemistry. 

This work is part of a general study on aging organized by Dr. E. J. Farris of 
the Wistar Institute of Anatomy and Biology, with the aid of cooperating 

scientists and with the support of the Samuel S. Fels Fund. The author began 

the study at the Department of Zoology of the University of Pennsylvania. 

Words in italics are defined in the Glossary, page 231. 
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THE SIZE OF SOMATIC CHROMOSOMES 201 

the characteristics of the individual-to-be. The chromosomes can be 

seen through a microscope, the genes cannot; but like the unseen 
atoms, their existence is entirely real. 

The somatic chromosomes are those in the cells of the body, which 

cease to exist when the body dies. In contrast there are the chromo- 
somes of the sex cells, which determine the heredity of every in- 

dividual and are passed on from generation to generation. Chromo- 
somes are paired. In man there are twenty-four pairs. One of the pair 
may be responsible for blue eyes, the other, for brown. At the time of 

maturation of the sex cell, one of each pair of chromosomes splits off, 
and ovum and sperm each contain but half the usual number of 
chromosomes. When ovum and sperm are united, however, the usual 

number of chromosomes is restored. Certain characteristics trans- 
mitted by the chromosomes are known as dominant characteristics, 

others are known as recessive. Brown eyes, for example, dominate 
over the recessive blue. Thus if a chromosome transmitting the 

characteristic of brown eyes is handed down from either parent, the 
child will have brown eyes regardless of the chromosome from the 

other parent. 

Dr. Biesele has done a good deal of work with chromosomes. He has 
studied the size of chromosomes in rats in relation to the B vitamins. 

He has studied the enlargement of chromosomes in certain varieties 
of cancer. In this paper he presents his findings in regard to the size 
of chromosomes at different ages in the rat, to learn more about the 

function of chromosomes in the life of the cell as it passes from em- 
bryonic life to old age. 

Now FOR THE INVESTIGATION OF DR. BIESELE 

Material was obtained from 44 albino rats, killed at ages ranging 
from the late embryo stage to more than 1,000 days. (A rat is be- 
ginning to be old at 600 days.) The following organs of the body were 
studied: liver, kidney, epidermis, lung, small intestine epithelium, 

mesenteric lymph node, spleen, thymus, and adrenal. 
The maximum width and average length of the chromosomes in 

the cells of these organs were measured by means of a millimeter 
ruler, and from these measurements the average chromosome volume 
was calculated. Within the same animal there were often significant 
differences between the average chromosome volumes from one organ 
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or tissue to another, but the variations in chromosome size in a given 
tissue of different animals of the same age group were not significant. 

However there were important variations in chromosome size be- 
tween age groups. The overall variability was least in the embryonic 
or newborn animals, most extensive in the oldest animals. Each tissue 
followed a more or less individual pattern of changes in chromosome 

size with age. Roughly, there were three sets of patterns. 
First were those patterns exhibiting considerable uniformity 

throughout life, such as was seen in the epidermis (see figure) and the 

lung. The second set of patterns involved an increase in size of 
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Variation of average chromosome volume with age in epidermis. The vertical bars 

represent range of average volumes per metaphase in each group, the longer horizontal 
bars connected by dash lines represent the group means, and the shorter horizontal bars 

mark off one standard deviation on each side of the mean. 

chromosomes near birth and a decrease in later stages—as in the 
epithelium of the small intestine, the mesenteric lymph node, and the 
spleen. In the third set of patterns, the chromosomes increased in size 
and remained at this high level. The kidney and perhaps the liver 

might be included in this group. 

INTERPRETATION 

As yet it is not known where this piece of information fits into the 
picture of aging. As time goes on, other scientific research will con- 

tribute other pieces of information, seemingly unrelated perhaps, 
until one day all the pieces have been furnished and, like a jigsaw 

puzzle, are assembled into a final picture. 
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Some Chemical Changes in the 
Human Thoracic Aorta 

Accompanying the 
Aging Process 

Victor C. MYERS AND WALTER W. LANG 

BACKGROUND 

I HAS been assumed on the basis of microscopic examination of 
blood vessels that the aging process is associated with certain 

changes in the makeup of the vessel walls. In between an outer coat, 

called the adventitia, and an inner lining, called the intima, the walls 

of blood vessels are composed of elastic fibers (made up chiefly of 
elastin), connective tissue (made up chiefly of collagen), and muscle. 
This middle layer is designated as the muscularis. The elastic fibers 
are strong and flexible, while the connective tissue is soft and spongy. 

The function of a blood vessel depends in large part on the mus- 

cularis. As the heart beats, blood is forced into the arteries. They 
become much larger and the walls are stretched. Between beats of the 

heart the elastic wall recoils and the contained blood is forced onward. 

Dr. Victor C. Myers has been professor of biochemistry at Western Reserve 

University since 1927. He received his B.A. degree from Wesieyan University in 

1905, an M.A. in 1907, and an honorary D.Sc. in 1930. He was university fellow 

at Yale, receiving his Ph.D. there in 1909. Previous to going to Cleveland, he 

held professorships in biochemistry at the Albany Medical College, the New 

York Postgraduate Medical School, and the State University of Iowa. His 

chief field of study is clinical biochemistry. 

Mr. Walter W. Lang received his B.S. degree in 1938 from Kent State Uni- 

versity, Ohio. He was a high school instructor in chemistry until 1941, when he 
went to Western Reserve University School of Medicine, Cleveland, as a teaching 
fellow in biochemistry, and received the M.S. degree in biochemistry from the 

Graduate School in 1943. The data presented are taken from his master’s thesis. 

He then entered the Georgetown University Medical School where he will re- 

ceive the M.D. degree in 1947. 

The work on this paper was done at the department of biochemistry of the 
School of Medicine, Western Reserve University, in Cleveland, Ohio. 
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Thus the pump-like action of the heart is changed to a more even flow 

in the smaller vessels. Any loss of elastic tissue would decrease this 
function of the arteries. 

From microscopic study of blood vessels, it seems that the elastic 
fibers, or elastin, decrease with age, while the less sturdy connective 

tissue (collagen) increases. To prove this assumption, however, it is 

necessary to make chemical analyses of the walls of blood vessels, 
since elastin, collagen, and muscle are different in their chemical 

composition. Since the aorta is the main blood vessel, which carries 
all blood from the heart and from which all other arteries of the body 
branch, it is the best object for study. 

Now FOR THE INVESTIGATION OF DR. MYERS AND Mr. LANG 

Aortas were taken at autopsy from eighty-three persons, who 
ranged in age from 15 to 88 years. Portions of the vessels were cut into 
small pieces and mixed, and then chemical analyses were made to 
determine the proportion of elastin, collagen, and muscle. 

The highest proportion of elastin, 47.4 per cent, was found in the 
aorta of an individual 15 years of age; the lowest, 20 per cent, in an 
individual 83 years of age. However, the lowest proportion of col- 

lagen, 11.8 per cent, was found at the age of 45, and the highest, 24.3 

per cent, in an individual aged 88, all values being for dry weight. 

With advancing age there appeared to be a definite decline in the 
average elastin and muscle content of the aorta, with a leveling off at 

the age of about 45 years. However, the collagen remained relatively 
constant up to about the age of 45 and then increased slowly through 

the remaining years of life. 

INTERPRETATION 

Dr. Myers and Mr. Lang present observations which are essentially 

factual. They have added chemical proof of the changes in elastic 

tissue with increasing age. 
At the present time we do not know how to influence this change of 

age. Perhaps in the future we may be able to apply the knowledge. 
Science must gradually accumulate facts as electricity is built up 

in a condenser. When a certain value is reached, all the electricity is 
discharged or all the facts add up to some useful generalization. 
Until that time we simply store the facts in a condenser or journal. 
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The Effect of Yeast Nucleic 

Acid on the Survival ‘Time 

of 600 Day Old 
Albino Mice 
THOMAS S. GARDNER 

oer" matter is made up of cells, as bricks make up a house. These 
cells can be seen, of course, only under a microscope, but a great 

deal has come to be known about their composition. Within the cell 

wall are jellylike cytoplasm and one or many nuclei. The nucleus is 
the essential part of the cell-—as is illustrated by the red blood cells 
which contain no nuclei and thus are destined for death from the 
moment of their formation in the bone marrow. 

The nuclei of the cells are composed of many things, but one of the 
essential constituents is nucleic acid. The well known disease called 

gout is a disturbance in the metabolism of nucleic acid in the body. 

There are two main varieties of nucleic acid, known as thymus 
nucleic acid and yeast nucleic acid respectively. Thymus nucleic 

acid (desoxyribonucleic acid) is obtained chiefly from the thymus 

gland (one of the “‘sweetbread”’ glands) of animals, but also from the 

nuclei of rye embryos and yeast. Yeast nucleic acid (ribonucleic acid) 

Dr. Thomas S. Gardner received his B.S. degree from the Tennessee State 

Teachers’ College in 1931, his M.S. from the University of Tennessee in 1936, 

and his Ph.D. in organic chemistry from Ohio State University in 1941. He was a 

du Pont fellow at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology in 1941 and 1942, 
and a chemist with the Tennessee Eastman Corporation from 1942 until re- 
cently. At present he is with the scientific department of Hoffman-La Roche, Inc. 

in Nutley, New Jersey. His research has included work with carbohydrates, 
cellulose, and wood distillation products. 

This paper was presented before the Division of Biological Chemistry at the 

Atlantic City meeting of the American Chemical Society in April, 1946. 

Dr. Charles N. Frey of the Fleischmann Laboratories supplied the yeast 
nucleic acid used in the experiments reported on in this paper. 

Words in italics are defined in the Glossary, page 231. 
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is actually derived from the cytoplasm of plant and animal cells, but 
its chemical composition is extremely similar to that of thymus 

nucleic acid. 

Wherever there is cell growth or cell division, as in young indivi- 

duals, there has been found to be a high concentration of nucleic acid 

and a high ratio of nuclear material to cytoplasm. It seems that as 
tissues grow older, this nucleocytoplasmic ratio decreases. 

Now FOR THE INVESTIGATION OF Dr. GARDNER 

Albino mice were used in this investigation to determine the effect 
of the ingestion of nucleic acids on longevity. The mice were 600 days 

of age at the beginning of the experiment, an age at which mice are 
beginning to be old. Thirty-one females and 16 males were given the 
nucleic acid, and 31 females and 15 males were not treated but were 

used as controls. The mice were all caged separately in clean dry 

cages, and fed Purina Dog Chow Checkers and water without restric- 
tion. The treated animals were given 2.5 mg. yeast nucleic acid, dis- 
solved in water, daily. The male control animals lived an average of 
706 days, in contrast to an average of 765 days for the treated ani- 

mals. The female controls lived an average of 721 days in contrast 
with 774 for the treated animals. In addition, the treated mice re- 

tained vitality and vigor longer than the controls, and did not lose 
weight nor go blind before death as did the controls. In all respects, 
the mice treated with the nucleic acid appeared healthier and ex- 
hibited greater activity than the control animals. 

In previous experiments, reported on in the twenties by T. B. 
Robertson, an Australian, mice were fed nucleic acids from birth 

(instead of from the 600 day level) and in much larger quantities— 
25 mg. per mouse per day instead of 2.5 mg. Robertson also experi- 

mented with thymus nucleic acid as well as yeast. 
For the purpose of comparison with the results of the present ex- 

periments, the percentage of surviving mice at different periods were 
recalculated from Robertson’s data on a 600 day basis, both for the 
mice which received yeast nucleic acid and for those which were given 

thymus nucleic acid. The lengthening of the life span obtained by 
Robertson after the mice were 600 days of age compared favorably 
with that obtained in the experiments herein described, and the 
smaller amount used in these latter experiments seemed to be just as 
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effective. However, feeding nucleic acids from birth seemed to pro- 
duce a greater increase in longevity than beginning the treatment 

when the mice were already comparatively old (see table). The slight 

difference between the increase obtained by yeast and by thymus 
nucleic acids may be the result of a difference in digestibility. In any 

MEAN DwRATION OF LIFE AND THE PROBABLE ERRORS OF THE MEAN* OF MICE RECEIVING 

Nuc eric Actps FROM BIRTH AND FROM THE 600 Day LEVEL 

600 Day Levels 

Nucleic Acid — 

from Birth Robertson’s Present 

(Robertson) Recalculations Investigation 

Males Females Males Females Males’ Females 

Controls 610+18* 610+18 703413 700+13 

Treated with thymo- 

nucleic acid 687+17 714+18 758+19 767+14 

% Increase 12.6 17.0 7.8 9.5 

Controls 609 + 16 726+15 706+20 721+10 

Treated with yeast 

nucleic acid 706+21 777+23 765425 774+14 

% Increase 15.8 7.0 8.4 7.4 

* A Lesson in Simple Statistics.—Error of the mean, or the figure which follows the plus 

and minus signs, indicates the average variation. In the language of the statistician these 

figures mean: 

1. In this experiment, if 100 control animals were used, two thirds, or about 66, of the con- 

trol animals would live to between 592 days (610 minus 18) and 628 days (610 plus 18), 

and one third, or about 33, of the control animals would live less than 591 or more than 

629 days. 

2. To calculate whether or not the difference between two figures is significant, the statis- 

tician proceeds as follows: 

a. Square the average standard variation of the controls and of the treated animals and 
add the two together. For example, 18X18, or 324, is the square of the variation 
found in male control animals never fed nucleic acid; 17X17, or 289, is the square 
of the variation found in male animals fed nucleic acid from birth; 324+289=613. 

b. Take the square root of this sum, 613, which is 24.8. 

c. If the actual difference in the two total figures, 610 and 687, or 77, exceeds this square 

root (24.8—the square root of the sum of the squares of the standard variations) by 
more than two and a half times, the difference is significant. 

d. In this experiment, 77 is about three times 24.8; hence, the difference is significant. 

Actually this tells us there is only about one chance out of a thousand that, if this 

experiment were done again, a different result would be secured. For most purposes 

one chance in a hundred is considered adequate to prove an experimental result. 
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case, only yeast nucleic acid can be produced in commercial quan- 

tities. 
Robertson’s theory to explain the effect of nucleic acids on longev- 

ity and the reason for his administering large amounts, was that the 
nucleic acid was a food material for the growth of the nuclei of cells. 

He based this theory on the observation that as long as the ratio of 
nuclear material to cytoplasm was high, cells exhibited all the charac- 

teristics of young cells. 
However, the fact that only one tenth the amount of nucleic acid 

used by Robertson substantially increased the life span of the mice 
used in the present experiments, partially invalidated Robertson’s 
theory of nucleic acid as a food material for growth. 

There are other hypotheses to explain the increase in longevity that 
results from the feeding of nucleic acid. One is that the ingested 

nucleic acid is metabolized in place of the essential nucleic acids 

present in the cells, thus sparing the cells and enabling them to live 
longer at a higher energy level. The second hypothesis is that the 

daily ingestion of small quantities of yeast nucleic acid may stimulate 
and maintain at a higher level the white blood cells, which are one of 
the body’s chief means of defense against disease-producing organ- 
isms. Thus the body would be better able to resist and recover from 

disease. 

INTERPRETATION 

So far no definite conclusions can be drawn as to the effect on 
longevity in man of consumption of yeast nucleic acid. The experi- 
ments made with nucleic acids have been on animals, and human ap- 
plication of the results of these experiments must await further re- 

search. 
However the work done with nucleic acids points up two possible 

means of producing longevity. One is the preservation of the in- 
dividual through the prevention of disease. The other concerns the 
indefinite postponement of the aging process by furnishing to the cells 
essential materials which normally they must produce from their own 

substance, thereby depleting themselves. 
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The Effect of Sodium Thiocy- 
anate and Yeast Nucleic Acid 

on the Survival Time of 700 

Day Old Albino Mice 
Tuomas S. GARDNER AND FRANCIS B. FORBES 

BACKGROUND 

oar investigation of Dr. Gardner on nucleic acids, described on 
pages 205-208 of this issue, demonstrated that the ingestion of 

nucleic acids increased the survival time of old albino mice. 

Certain therapeutic agents, known as thyroid accelerators because 
they increase the activity of the all-important thyroid gland, have 
bad effects on the longevity of mice. It has been found that if nucleic 
acid is added to the diet of mice treated with a thyroid accelerator, the 
life span of the mice returns to normal. 

Dr. Thomas S. Gardner received his B.S. degree from the Tennessee State 

Teachers’ College in 1931, his M.S. from the University of Tennessee in 1926, 

and his Ph.D. in organic chemistry from Ohio State University in 1941. He was 
a du Pont fellow at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology in 1941 and 1942, 

and a chemist with the Tennessee Eastman Corporation from 1942 till recently. 

At present he is with the scientific department of Hoffman-La Roche, Inc., in 

Nutley, New Jersey. His research has included work with carbohydrates, cel- 

lulose, and wood distillation products. 

Francis B. Forbes entered the chemical research field at the conclusion of his 

junior year at North Carolina State College. He spent twelve years with the 

Tennessee Eastman Corporation, working on wood distillation, alcohol dena- 

turants, and yarn research. He is now in the process of completing his B.S. 

degree, which he will receive from State College, Johnson City, Tennessee in 

May, 1947. His chief interests are along the lines of nutritional, biochemical, 

and pharmaceutical research. 

This paper was presented before the Division of Biological Chemistry at the 

Atlantic City meeting of the American Chemical Society in April, 1946. 

Dr. Charles N. Frey of the Fleischmann Laboratories supplied the yeast 

nucleic acid used in the experiments reported on in this paper. 

Words in italics are defined in the Glossary, page 231. 
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There are also therapeutic agents known as thyroid inhibitors 

because they decrease the activity of the thyroid gland. Sodium 
thiocyanate, used in the treatment of insomnia and high blood pres- 
sure, is such an agent. However the cumulative effects of thiocyanate 
are extremely harmful and may shorten the life span. Until Dr. 
Gardner and Mr. Forbes performed their experiments, no investiga- 

tion had been made as to whether nucleic acid administered in con- 
junction with thiocyanate could offset the decrease in survival time 
caused by the thiocyanate. 

Now FOR THE INVESTIGATION OF Dr. GARDNER 

AND Mr. FoRBES 

Two sets of experiments were performed on albino mice, 700 days 
old at the outset of the experiments (mice are getting old at this age), 

to determine whether or not yeast nucleic acid might counteract the 
serious ill effects of thiocyanate therapy, and whether thiocyanate 

administered intermittently was less detrimental than when ingested 
daily. 

In the first experiment, 31 mice were used as controls, and 31 were 

fed 2.5 mg. of yeast nucleic acid and 45 micrograms of sodium 

PERCENTAGE OF MICE SURVIVING INTERMITTENT THIOCYANATE TREATMENT 

Days Treated Controls 

762 100.0% 100.0% 
800 60.0 60.0 
850 46.7 26.6 
900 33.3 13.3 
902 26.7 13.3 

thiocyanate per day. (This daily dosage of thiocyanate would produce 
in a week a cumulative action equivalent to the recommended dosage 
for insomnia in people, but is not nearly so much as the amount used 

for the reduction of high blood pressure.) After sixty-two days, the 
surviving mice were divided into equal groups for the second experi- 
ment, during which the treated animals were fed 2.5 mg. of yeast 

- nucleic acid per day as in the first experiment, but the sodium thio- 

cyanate was given only once a week. 
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The daily ingestion of sodium thiocyanate was highly toxic to the 

mice. After sixty-two days, only 48.6 per cent of the mice receiving 
both yeast nucleic acid and sodium thiocyanate were still alive, while 

74.2 per cent of the controls survived. In addition, the mice who died 
while taking thiocyanate daily seemed nervous and there was swelling 
of the thyroid gland. 

The intermittent, or weekly, ingestion of thiocyanate was found to 
have little or no effect on the beneficial aspects of yeast nucleic acid 
(see table, page 210). 

INTERPRETATION 

As with all experiments performed on animals, application of the 
results to human beings must await further research. However it 
seems possible that the harmful effects of certain agents may be 

overcome so that only the beneficial effects remain in force. 

The years pass silently, but old age creaks upon a person. 

Esar’s Comic Dictionary 
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Characteristics of Compulsory 
Health Insurance 

ELIZABETH W. WILSON 

oo. the inauguration of the German health insurance system in 
1883, some forty other countries have set up compulsory health 

insurance systems, for the most part patterned after the German 
plan. Such differences as do exist may be attributed to a desire to 
improve on certain phases of the German program, or to special 
conditions existing within a given country. 

The origin of health insurance has frequently been political rather 
than sociologic. Indeed a noted sociologist once remarked that “‘sick- 

ness insurance is the politician’s panacea for social unrest.’’ In Ger- 
many, Bismarck wanted to curry favor with the electorate against 
the Social Democrats by advocating health insurance; in England, 
Lloyd-George admitted that “the need of the Liberals to take votes 
from the growing Labor Party had more to do with the adoption of 

health insurance than the need of the poor for medical care.’’ How- 
ever in this country both major political parties have gone on record 
as approving the adoption of health insurance legislation, and so its 
adoption would not be a triumph for either party. 

In Germany, England, and other countries where health insurance 

was set up early, coverage of the laboring population was extended 
gradually, and the benefits were low at the beginning and slowly in- 
creased. However extension of coverage was so universal that the 
more recent systems have started out with a fairly inclusive coverage 
—as did the French in 1928-1930. But inclusive coverage has pre- 
sented a psychological problem. In the systems where the introduction 
of coverage was gradual, the included workers felt they were favored. 

Dr. Elizabeth W. Wilson received her A.B. degree at George Washington Uni- 
versity in 1917 and her A.M. and Ph.D. degrees in economics at Radcliffe College 

in 1920 and 1934. During World War I she was head computer in the ballistics 
unit of the Ordnance Department of the United States Army. In 1924 she became 
associate of the Actuarial Society of America and served as a member of the 
International Actuarial Congress in London in 1927 and in Rome in 1934. 
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The workers who were included later felt that they had achieved a 
desired goal. On the other hand, when a system was given to all the 
workers at the same time it has seemed like another and unwanted 
tax rather than a privilege. The Wagner-Murray-Dingell Bill, pro- 

posing an American system of health insurance, provides for rather 
complete coverage and liberal benefits from the start. 

The benefits paid are, in nearly all countries, based on the basic 
wage of the insured person—as in the German system. However as 
benefits have been liberalized, malingering has increased. The British, 
therefore, decided to base the benefit not on the wage but on what 

they called a “minimum floor of protection.” They decided on a flat 
rate benefit to be paid to all insured workers—but this plan only 
increased malingering among the lower paid workers, particularly 

among married women, whose benefit approximated their net wage 
after deducting the fee they had to pay for the care of their children. 

It is not surprising, therefore, that other countries followed the 
German example and based the cash benefit on the wage. This does 
not, however, mean that the same proportion of the wage is paid for 

the same length of time in all countries. Amount and duration of 

payment depend on the situation within each country. 
In France, the waiting period before benefits start varies with the 

number of dependents; in Russia, it depends on the worker’s union 

record. Most countries pay benefits for six months. In Holland, the 
benefit is equal to 80 per cent of the basic wage; the Mexican worker 

gets only half that proportion. In Russia, the authorities want to 
strengthen the power of the unions, so the amount of the benefit 

depends on the worker’s status in the union. In France and South 

Africa, where it is important to increase the population and therefore 
to hold out inducements to make easier the support of large families, 
the amount of the benefit varies with the number of dependents. 

Likewise in France there is a liberal maternity benefit—a lump 
sum, the wage loss benefit for twelve weeks, a nursing benefit for five 

months and medical care during pregnancy and after confinement. 
Most systems allow only a small lump sum, medical care, and the 
wage-loss benefit. 

The funeral benefit is found in only about half of the most modern 
legislation. England did not adopt it, and many countries have fol- 
lowed her example. 
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Ten years ago there was great variation in the medical benefits, and 
less than full coverage of the population could have been explained 
by any one of a number of reasons. Today, however, there is such a 
decided trend for complete coverage in practically all countries that 
any deviation therefrom is a measure of lack of facilities and not un- 
willingness on the part of the authorities to give all types of service. 

Of course it is true that conditions within a given country may 
determine the types of medical benefits on which the most emphasis 
is placed. For instance, in England, the system of public hospitals 

makes it unnecessary to stress the hospital benefit. In Chile, the high 
morbidity rate is, in large part, the result of venereal, tuberculous, 

and cardiovascular diseases, all of which can be helped by early 
discovery. That is why the periodic examination takes an important 
place among the medical benefits. 

With the increase in importance of the medical benefit, there has 
come a change in the attitude of insurance authorities and physicians 

towards each other. In the early days of the German system, the 
doctors were sympathetic and often gave their services free of charge. 
It was not long, however, before feuds developed. The insurance 
authorities accused the physicians, who were paid on a fee-for-service 
basis, of overpractice and false certification of claims. Moreover, the 

insurance authorities refused to permit certain well qualified physi- 
cians to enter insurance practice. The doctors resented this lay 
interference and loss of professional prestige. 

The English tried to profit by the German experience. In England, 
any qualified physician was permitted to “go on the panel,” and 
physicians were given a choice between a fee-for-service or a capita- 

tion basis of remuneration. However, there was still the dispute be- 
tween insurance authorities and physicians over certification. The 
same old cycle existed which occurred in every country with health 
insurance: The benefits were increased, either through competition 
or political pressure; malingering increased; costs went up; the in- 

surance authorities blamed the doctors; the doctors resented “lay 

interference.” 

Not only did the doctors object to lay interference but many also 
felt that “the dual attitude of policeman and physician introduces an 
atmosphere of hostility and suspicion into the relation of patient and 
practitioner and makes diagnosis and treatment difficult and un- 
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satisfactory.” If the vast amount of paper work required of the 
doctors is considered, as well as the many demands on their time by 
malingerers, it is not surprising that serious questions have been 
raised as to whether insurance medicine can, on the whole, ever be 
first rate. 

Conditions in all countries have become better if and when the 
supervision of the physicians has been entrusted to a committee of 
physicians. However, supervision by the medical profession does not 
solve the problem of disputes over certification. Until there are a 

sufficient number of doctors so that the certifying physicians can be 
entirely separated from the attending physicians, it does not seem 
probable that complete harmony will exist in any health insurance 
system. 

Turning now to the question of costs, it is found that in practically 
all health insurance systems, costs have continued to increase with 

the passage of years. In fact, Czechoslovakia is the only country 

which has been able to decrease the rate of contribution. There are 
two reasons for this increase: increased benefits and a higher claim 
rate. As the benefits approach the full wage, malingering becomes 
more common. This was at least part of the reason that the German 
morbidity rate trebled in forty-five years, between 1885 and 1930, 

and the British rate increased more than 50 per cent from 1921 to 
1927. A similar increase in the morbidity rate occurred in other 

countries with insurance systems. 
Thus it is not surprising that the per capita cost in Germany in- 

creased sixfold in forty-five years. In England, it doubled by 1927. 

And in France, where malingering took on the proportions of a public 

scandal, it increased almost 50 per cent in the first five years of the 
system. 

In general, the costs of most health insurance systems are borne by 

contributions from the employee, the employer, and the government. 

The proportion of the costs contributed by each varies according to 

the conditions in each country. Usually, employer and employee pay 
the same amount. 

Of course, the cost of any health insurance system is contingent, in 

a great measure, on the efficiency of the administration. In almost 

all countries with health insurance plans there were voluntary 
organizations which paid sickness benefits before compulsory health 
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insurance was initiated. These societies became the nucleus for the 

compulsory insurance administration. Much emphasis has been laid 
on the fact that there has been an almost universal trend for vol- 

untary systems to become compulsory, but little has been said about 
the fact that the experience and facilities of the voluntary organiza- 

tions have assisted materially in simplifying the transition from a 
system of private medical care to one of compulsory health insurance. 
There is no such definite system of voluntary health insurance in the 

United States which can be relied on for experience and advice. 
It is interesting to speculate whether, if the Wagner-Murray- 

Dingell Bill is passed, the history of health insurance here will parallel 
that in other countries. There will be fairly complete coverage of 

almost all workers from the beginning, and the suggested benefits are 

extremely liberal. Will there be political pressure to make the benefits 
still more generous? Probably so. In that case, will the morbidity rate 
in this country increase, just as have the rates in other countries? 
Undoubtedly, because there will be more malingering here than in 

those countries where the administration of the benefits is in the 
hands of the workers themselves. It is estimated that the original 
costs of the system will be about 6 per cent of the worker’s pay check; 
with increasing benefits and claims, will this ratio rise to 10 or 12 
per cent, or more? If it does, will the economy of the country be able 
to stand it? Only time will tell. 

The life that is well spent is a long life. 

LEONARDO DA VINCI 
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The Bible and Old Age 
Joun J. GRIFFIN 

seg of the Bible disputes the currently accepted belief that care- 
ful observation of the natural process of aging is relatively new. 

There is scarcely any aspect of senescence which is not highlighted 

in the course of the Scriptural story. 
From the very beginning there is revealed an alert consciousness of 

the effects and of the significance of aging. An abundance of testi- 
mony is furnished manifesting the interest of the people in both the 
physical degeneration and the mental deterioration of the aged. In 
the book of Genesis there is the pathos-pregnant observation con- 
cerning the last days of Isaac, as a prelude to the famous recital about 

Jacob and Esau: ‘‘Now Isaac was old, and his eyes were dim, and he 

could not see: and he called Esau, his elder son, and said to him: 

My son?” Loss of visual acuity as an accompanying symptom of 

Mr. John J. Griffin is supervisor of the Bureau of Old Age Assistance of the 
Board of Public Welfare in Somerville, Massachusetts. He received his higher 
education at St. Stanislaus’ Scholasticate at Lenox, Massachusetts, Massachu- 

setts University Extension, Harvard University, and Boston College Graduate 

School of Social Work. Since 1934 he has been associated with the Somerville 

Welfare Department. He is a visiting lecturer in the department of sociology 

at Tufts College and at the Simmons College School of Social Work. He is a 

member of several professional societies, including the National Conference of 
Social Work and the American Public Welfare Association, and is the author 

of numerous articles on old age. 

Words in italics are defined in the Glossary, page 231. 
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declining years is referred to also in the poignant report of Joseph’s 
visit to his dying father, Israel. 

Other characteristic ailments of old age were not overlooked. It 

may well be that the following notation about Asa is the first histori- 
cal remark relative to gout: “But in the days of his old age he was 
diseased in his feet.’’ In the biographic sketch of David there is an 

allusion to the tendency of the aged to be cold: ““Now King David was 
old and advanced in years: and when he was covered with clothes he 
was not warm.” The stooping shoulders and bowed back of the aged 
did not escape specific observation. It was said of the cruel King of 

the Chaldeans: “(He had not compassion on young man or maiden, 

old man or even him that stooped for age.”’ Job protests: ‘“My skin 
is withered and drawn together”; and Jeremiah laments: ‘‘My skin 
and my flesh he hath made old.” 

The general depreciation of stamina and the infirmity of the aged 

are alluded to in the following maxim: ‘‘As the climbing of a sandy 

way is to the feet of the aged, so is a wife full of tongue to a quiet 

man.”’ And of Isaac it is said: “Being spent with age, he died.’’ Jesus 
said to Peter: “Amen, amen, I say to thee. When thou wast younger 

thou didst gird thyself and didst walk where thou wouldst. But when 
thou shalt be old, thou shalt stretch forth thy hands, and another 

shall gird thee, and lead thee whither thou wouldst not.” 
There is excellent counsel in the Bible regarding approaching age. 

Noemi’s two widowed daughters-in-law wished to stay with her, but 
she chose to forego their companionship lest ‘““You would be old 

women before you marry.” The following advice might be that of a 

contemporary practitioner of psychosomatic medicine: “The joyful- 
ness of the heart is the life of a man . . . and the joy of man is length 
of life. Drive away sadness from thee... for sadness hath killed 
many and there is no profit in it. Envy and anger shorten a man’s 

days, and pensiveness will bring old age before the time.” The author 

of Ecclesiasticus soliloquizes thus: ‘‘The things that thou hast not 
gathered in thy youth, how shalt thou find them in thy old age?” 
And in similar vein is the following Scriptural aphorism: “A young 
man according to his way, even when he is old will not depart from 

it.” 
The Bible contains many references to the happiness, the compensa- 

tions of age. It is laid down in Proverbs as a general principle that 
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“old age is a crown of dignity when it is found in the ways of justice,”’ 
- and that “a joyful mind maketh age flourishing, a sorrowful spirit 

drieth up the bones.” In Ecclesiasticus it is written: “As the lamp 
shining upon the holy candlestick, so is the beauty of the face in a ripe 

age.” There is an unvarying insistence upon the debt of respect and 
assistance which the younger generation owes its elders. 

Yet it is clearly expressed that mere age alone, age devoid of 
wisdom and virtue, has no lawful claim to reverence. In the book of 

Wisdom* it is said: ‘Venerable old age is not that of a long time, nor 
counted by the number of years, but the understanding of a man is 

grey hairs, and a spotless life is old age.’’ Again, Elias rebukes his 

seniors, who failed to cope with the difficulties proposed by the suffer- 
ing Job: “I am younger in days, and you are more ancient; therefore 

hanging down my head, I was afraid to show you my opinion. For 
I hoped that greater age would speak, and that multitude of years 

would teach wisdom. But... they that are aged are not the wise 
men, neither do the ancients understand judgment.”’ 
However the highest ideals were expected of the aged and were 

frequently lived up to. One illustrious example is the magnificent 

account, from II Macchabees, of the heroic Eleazar, who suffered 

martyrdom by decree of Antiochus because he would noi violate the 
Mosaic law. The record is brief but profoundly moving. 

“Eleazar, one of the chief of the scribes, a man advanced in years, 
and of a comely countenance, was pressed to open his mouth to eat 
swine’s flesh. But he choosing rather a most glorious death than a 
hateful life, went forward voluntarily to the torment. And considering 

in what manner he was come to it, patiently bearing, he determined 

not to do any unlawful things for the love of life. 
“But they that stood by, being moved with false pity, for the old 

friendship they had with the man, taking him aside, desired that flesh 

might be brought which it was lawful for him to eat, that he might 

make as if he had eaten as the king had commanded, of the flesh of 

the sacrifice, that by so doing he might be delivered from death, and 
for the sake of their old friendship with the man they did him this 

courtesy. 

“But he began to consider the dignity of his age, and his ancient 
years, and the inherent honour of his grey head, and his good life 

* One of the books of the Apocrypha, not of the King James version. 
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and conversation from a child: and he answered without delay, ac- 
cording to the ordinance of the holy law made by God, saying that he 
would rather be sent into the other world. For it doth not become our 

age, saith he, to dissemble: whereby many young persons might 
think that Eleazar, at the age of four score and ten years, has gone 

over to the life of the heathens. And so they, through my pretence, 
and for a little time of a corruptible life, should be deceived, and 
hereby I should bring a stain and a curse upon my old age. For 
though for the present time I should be delivered from the punish- 
ments of men, yet should I not escape the hand of the Almighty 
neither alive nor dead. Wherefore by departing manfully out of this 

life, I shall show myself worthy of my old age; and I shall leave an 
example of fortitude to young men, if with a ready mind and con- 

stancy I suffer an honorable death, for the most venerable and holy 
laws. 

“And having spoken thus, he was forthwith carried to execution.” 

One is never too old to yearn. 

CAREY WILLIAMS 
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CURRENT COMMENT 

Aging Successfully 

“Tf you wish to live long, you must be willing to grow old,” says 
George Lawton, director of the Old Age Counselling Center of New 
York City, in the May issue of the Ladies’ Home Journal. There is no 

secret formula for longevity, and most of the restrictions on activity 
placed upon older people only make life seem longer by making it 
duller. It is not how long a person lives that counts, but how well. 

Too often the older person lives in the past instead of in the here 
and now. Old age, as well as all other periods of life, has its own use- 
fulness and value. Old age should not be used as an excuse to cover 

up inability or unwillingness to adapt to new situations. Pity for the 
old is a poor substitute for the love and approval that are earned as 
the result of continued contribution to the family and the community. 

“Pity leads to overprotection and then to rejection.”’ 

Although there is a great need for more and better facilities to care 
for the aged who are ill or who have no place to live, there is a greater 

need to develop the human relationships of older people. “More im- 
portant that a home of one’s own is a life of one’s own.” Dr. Lawton 

made possible by a grant from the Josiah Macy, Jr. Foundation 
The establishment of the JouRNAL OF GERONTOLOGY has been | 

in support of the editorial office. | 

The hieroglyphics, ‘“‘The Beginning of the Book for Trans- 

forming an Old Man into a Youth,” at the top of this editorial 

page, are from the Edwin Smith Surgical Papyrus, translated 
by Professor John Breasted, University of Chicago Press. 
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rejects the ‘“‘grow old gracefully” motto, preferring “grow old aggres- 
sively, creatively, social-mindedly.”” Old age can be interesting and 

rewarding even if it is not glamorous. Financial security and good 
health, while important, are not as essential to a happy old age as 
usefulness. A wide range of interests, a willingness to learn and accept 

change, an active part in the life of the community—these are the 
means of achieving a good life to the end. 

Dr. Lawton calls attention to a little stressed factor in the general 

attitude towards old age: ‘““‘Whenever we try to evaluate the op- 
portunities of the second half of life, we must recognize our own 
prejudice and hostility toward old people and our fear of growing 
old.” 

Ten pointers are given on “aging successfully’ (which, incident- 

ally, is the title of Dr. Lawton’s forthcoming book). These include: 

(1) Admit that you are growing older. (2) Remember that aging 

brings “plus” changes as well as minus ones. (3) Answer ‘Too old!” 
with “Too old for what?” 

Old Age in Canada 

“The spotlight is on old age,” says Amy B. Edwards, writing in the 

July 15 issue of Canadian Welfare. No civilization has ever before had 
so many old people, and we are at last becoming aware that the rela- 
tion of the aged to the community leaves much to be desired. Al- 

though in the past little has been done in the way of dealing with the 
individual needs of older people on a case work basis, the same basic 
principles apply to this age group as to all others. To live a satisfying 

life, old people as well as young need security, affection, and most 

important of all—a part in the life around them. 
The first essential is some measure of financial security. In Canada, 

the maximum old age pension is $24 per month, so that old people 

who have no other source of income or support must inevitably adopt 
lower living standards and withdraw from almost all community 

activities. However even this small pension has brought some degree 
of security and independence. 

Second in importance to financial security in a program for later 
maturity is medical attention. ““Among the aged, the fear of illness, 

as well as the reality of it, is a constant threat to security in its wider 
sense.”’ Up till now, emphasis in medicine has been on acute illness 

rather than chronic disease. 
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Next to health, in a recent survey made in Vancouver, old people 
were found to be more anxious to talk about housing than any other 
problem. They are always at a disadvantage in finding a place to 
live: Their funds are limited; they must be close to shops, churches, 
movies; they cannot walk up flights of stairs. 

No one housing plan will solve the problem, for the needs and 
desires of the aged are as varied as those of any other group. However, 

privacy is a must, and the segregation of old people should be avoided. 
“The aged suffer from a sense of separation, and the more they can 

form part of a general community, the happier they will be.” 
Usually the hardest adjustment for an old person to make is to the 

role of a dependent person ‘“‘whose opinions and advice are no longer 

of interest to the people around him.” The compensations of old age 
have not been sufficiently stressed, nor have social and recreational 

opportunities been made available which can supplant the satisfac- 
tions of earlier life. The Second Mile Club in Toronto is a small 
neighborhood social center where old people may meet others of their 

own age and become again a part of a group. The Gordon House 
Community Centre in downtown Vancouver offers a wide program 

of activities to the large group of old folk who live in rooming houses 

in the locality. 
With retirement being forced automatically upon many workers 

as they reach the age of 60 or 65, parttime and light employment 
could be made available through centers established for the purpose. 
Such centers could also offer occupational therapy and training for 
leisure time activities, combined with counselling and opportunities 

for social contacts. 
In order to get such programs under way, some sort of committee 

on the aged might be set up under local welfare councils, but eventu- 
ally the program should be broken down into neighborhoods. 

“Science has greatly lengthened the span of life. Having brought a 
large section of our population to this greater age, there is now a 
further obligation upon society to see that they have a full share of 
opportunity to exercise their powers, both in conducting their own 
affairs and in contributing to the general life of the community.” 

Retirement 

To defeat the dictionary definition of retirement it is well to start 
young, says Ray Giles in the August issue of Better Homes and 
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Gardens. According to Funk and Wagnalls, to retire is ‘‘(1) to with- 
draw from circulation; remove from active service; (2) to go into 

privacy or seclusion; withdraw from public life; draw back.’’ This 
would indeed be a dismal outlook for the ten or fifteen or twenty 
years that lie ahead of many persons when they retire. Fortunately it 
is entirely unnecessary. 

Public service is a challenging outlet for energies no longer devoted 

to job or profession, and everyone need not run for mayor or alder- 

man. There is need for workers in the primary elections. Perhaps the 
public library needs help with a money-raising drive. Interracial and 
interreligious understanding has a long way to go, and there are many 

organizations devoted to this purpose. Are there enough good play- 
grounds, or does public enthusiasm need to be aroused to promote 
them? Taking up a worthwhile cause is tremendously effective in re- 
storing petty annoyances and personal discomforts to their true 
proportions. 

There is an old saying, “‘ “T'wo occupations are better than one’,” 
which is especially true when one is an occupation that can be taken 

into retirement. Making such things as pipes for gifts and for sale; 
raising dogs; collecting rare stamps, coins, and other items in which 

people all over the world are interested and which can lead to in- 
teresting pen-friendships—these are a few of the many possibilities. 
Gardening, too, can be an interest-consuming pastime, but if it is to 
be of real and continuing satisfaction it would be well to have a goal 
in view for the garden—such as flowers or vegetables for a hospital 
or orphanage. In other words, hobbies with a purpose are better than 
hobbies just for fun. 

Of course it is entirely possible for a man or woman to discover 
and develop late in life an unexpected talent—for painting, or writing, 
or music, or what not. It is never too late to learn. However, “‘pre- 
paring for the real satisfaction in your retirement is like caring for 

your hair and your teeth—you can’t begin too early. So why not, 
today, begin planning and working—not for ‘retirement’ but for your 

second coming-out party?” 

New York 

A recently published outline of state and local social welfare 
services in New York State shows that assistance to the aged is con- 
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sidered an important responsibility there. The Department of Social 
Welfare supervises 200 public and private homes for the aged and 
554 hospitals and dispensaries, which care for the aged as well as the 
other population groups. Old age assistance is offered to needy per- 
sons, 65 or over, who are not living in a public home. During 1945 a 
monthly average of 104,361 persons received old age assistance, to a 

total of $47,186,994. 
New York is at present revising its public welfare structure to pre- 

vent overlapping of services by local welfare agencies and to improve 
the efficiency of the system. Under the old setup, a wide variety of 
local agencies administered one or all of the eleven welfare programs. 

Under the new setup, there will be one convenient welfare office in 
each community where residents of the community may apply for 
any of the types of assistance offered, and a single staff will make all 

investigation on each application. 

A Common Attitude 

A letter to the editor of Hygeia (June, 1946) expresses what is prob- 
ably a common attitude towards the prolongation of life. After assert- 
ing that he had taken a “‘poll of the local citizenry,’’ the correspond- 
ent declares that medical science is ‘‘dragging a bunch of oldsters past 
their prime. . . . They don’t thank you for it but have only that much 
longer to grunt and groan. Why doesn’t the medical profession quit 
patting itself on the back and recognize that it is only impeding a new 
generation by patching up its precursors?” 

This attitude is based on two misconceptions. The first concerts 
how and why it is that ‘‘a bunch of oldsters’’ are here today instead of 
only a few, as formerly. The second misconception has to do with the 
necessity of grunting and groaning throughout old age. 

In past centuries, there were few old people because many people 
died in infancy or during childhood or during their active adult years 
—died instead of living to enjoy those periods of life which, by infer- 

ence, Hygeia’s correspondent believes to be the only enjoyable peri- 
ods. Naturally, fewer people having achieved maturity, fewer people 
lived to be old. In other words, many elderly people is merely the re- 
sult of healthier younger generations. 

The second misconception concerns the future welfare and happi- 
ness of these increased numbers of old people. Too often old age is 
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Gardens. According to Funk and Wagnalls, to retire is ‘‘(1) to with- 
draw from circulation; remove from active service; (2) to go into 

privacy or seclusion; withdraw from public life; draw back.” This 
would indeed be a dismal outlook for the ten or fifteen or twenty 
years that lie ahead of many persons when they retire. Fortunately it 

is entirely unnecessary. 

Public service is a challenging outlet for energies no longer devoted 
to job or profession, and everyone need not run for mayor or alder- 

man. There is need for workers in the primary elections. Perhaps the 
public library needs help with a money-raising drive. Interracial and 

interreligious understanding has a long way to go, and there are many 

organizations devoted to this purpose. Are there enough good play- 
grounds, or does public enthusiasm need to be aroused to promote 

them? Taking up a worthwhile cause is tremendously effective in re- 
storing petty annoyances and personal discomforts to their true 
proportions. 

There is an old saying, “‘ “Two occupations are better than one’,” 
which is especially true when one is an occupation that can be taken 
into retirement. Making such things as pipes for gifts and for sale; 

raising dogs; collecting rare stamps, coins, and other items in which 
people all over the world are interested and which can lead to in- 

teresting pen-friendships—these are a few of the many possibilities. 
Gardening, too, can be an interest-consuming pastime, but if it is to 

be of real and continuing satisfaction it would be well to have a goal 
in view for the garden—such as flowers or vegetables for a hospital 
or orphanage. In other words, hobbies with a purpose are better than 

hobbies just for fun. 
Of course it is entirely possible for a man or woman to discover 

and develop late in life an unexpected talent—for painting, or writing, 
or music, or what not. It is never too late to learn. However, “‘pre- 
paring for the real satisfaction in your retirement is like caring for 

your hair and your teeth—you can’t begin too early. So why not, 
today, begin planning and working—not for ‘retirement’ but for your 

second coming-out party?” 

New York 

A recently published outline of state and local social welfare 
services in New York State shows that assistance to the aged is con- 
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sidered an important responsibility there. The Department of Social 
Welfare supervises 200 public and private homes for the aged and 
554 hospitals and dispensaries, which care for the aged as well as the 
other population groups. Old age assistance is offered to needy per- 

sons, 65 or over, who are not living in a public home. During 1945 a 

monthly average of 104,361 persons received old age assistance, to a 

total of $47,186,994. 

New York is at present revising its public welfare structure to pre- 
vent overlapping of services by local welfare agencies and to improve 
the efficiency of the system. Under the old setup, a wide variety of 
local agencies administered one or all of the eleven welfare programs. 
Under the new setup, there will be one convenient welfare office in 
each community where residents of the community may apply for 

any of the types of assistance offered, and a single staff will make all 

investigation on each application. 

A Common Attitude 

A letter to the editor of Hygeia (June, 1946) expresses what is prob- 
ably a common attitude towards the prolongation of life. After assert- 
ing that he had taken a “‘poll of the local citizenry,’”’ the correspond- 
ent declares that medical science is ‘‘dragging a bunch of oldsters past 
their prime. . . . They don’t thank you for it but have only that much 
longer to grunt and groan. Why doesn’t the medical profession quit 

patting itself on the back and recognize that it is only impeding a new 

generation by patching up its precursors?” 
This attitude is based on two misconceptions. The first concerns 

how and why it is that ‘‘a bunch of oldsters”’ are here today instead of 
only a few, as formerly. The second misconception has to do with the 

necessity of grunting and groaning throughout old age. 
In past centuries, there were few old people because many people 

died in infancy or during childhood or during their active adult years 
—died instead of living to enjoy those periods of life which, by infer- 
ence, Hygeia’s correspondent believes to be the only enjoyable peri- 
ods. Naturally, fewer people having achieved maturity, fewer people 
lived to be old. In other words, many elderly people is merely the re- 
sult of healthier younger generations. 

The second misconception concerns the future welfare and happi- 
ness of these increased numbers of old people. Too often old age is 
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considered only as a prelude to death—not as as important a stage of 
life as childhood, adolescence, and vigorous maturity. It is not too 
much to hope that before long many of the degenerative diseases 
which now cause so much suffering and concern to the older age group 
such as heart disease, arteriosclerosis, and cancer, will be as controlled 

as many diseases of earlier life now are. Social security programs are 
laying a foundation of financial security for old age. Thus, reasonable 
health and moderate security for the aged are within sight. 

Given those basic essentials, happiness in old age will be largely up 

to the individual. No period of life is free from its disagreeable fea- 
tures. Childhood is a maze of restrictions. Adolescence is beset with 
emotional insecurity. Maturity has always its ambition, tension, and 
strain, with never enough time to relax. Why should old age be feared 
because it, too, has its own peculiar problems to be faced? 

Grandmothers 

Grandparents are usually only honorary members of the family 
group, as long as the family remains intact. However, “grandparents, 

and especially the grandmother, reassume a sociological function the 

moment a gap has to be filled and missing members of the intermedi- 

ate generation have to be replaced,’ says Hans Von Hentig in the 
May issue of Social Forces. 

The war created many such gaps. Fathers were taken into the serv- 
ice, and mothers went to work, often leaving the children in the care 

of the grandmother. In the wake of the war came an increase in di- 

vorce, desertion, and illegitimacy; the housing shortage; and the un- 
employment phase of reconstruction. In many cases it is the grand- 
mother who takes in the grandchildren, and receives children and 
grandchildren in her home when the family cannot find living quar- 

ters or the father cannot find work. “The lower mobility of the older 
generation renders her more shockproof to the contingencies and for- 
tunes of industrial life.” 

There are roughly about eleven million active grandmothers in the 
United States. This figure includes also the childless “grandmothers” 
—women between the ages of 45 and 69 who did not bear children. 

These women sometimes take care of grandnieces and nephews. 
Many more grandmothers live in rural areas than in cities, and this 

fact adds to their stability and value in the postwar crisis. 
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“The grandmother enjoys special prestige among the colored peo- 
ple.”’ Colored races have generally a more matriarchal society, and 

superstition shrouds the grandmother with unusual power to ward 
off bad luck. Grandparents among the American Indians likewise had 
an important role, being the depositaries of knowledge and wisdom. 
Old age was usually a happy time for Indians, for they were held in 
respectful awe. 

In contrast, the grandmother of the white race assumes a vital role 
in the life of the family, for the most part only when emergencies, 
such as death, divorce, desertion,and migration, tear the family apart. 
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THE PROLONGATION OF LIFE, Alexander A. Bogomolets, 

Duell, Sloan, & Pearce, Inc., New York, 1946. $1.50. 

This book is a translation from the popular Russian book which 
sold millions of copies in the U.S.S.R. It was published in the United 
States under the auspices of the Robinson Foundation. The general 
format of the book is good and the type clear and readable. 

Professor Bogomolets’ antireticular cytotoxic serum (ACS) is one 
of the most controversial subjects in the medical field today. The 
technical description of the preparation and use of ACS for the treat- 
ment of certain injuries appeared in the December, 1943 issue of the 
American Review of Soviet Medicine. Popular interest in ACS was 
stimulated by the article by William Laurence in the December, 
1945 Ladies’ Home Journal and the abstract of this article in the 
March, 1946 Reader’s Digest. Other accounts have appeared in the 
American Weekly and several popular books on medicine. Conse- 

quently the publication of the book is very timely and is of interest 
to the general reader as well as the trained investigator. 

Antireticular cytotoxic serum in small doses is claimed to increase 
resistance to infection, to accelerate the knitting of bone fractures, 

and to stimulate the body via the reticulo-endothelial system; in 

larger doses cytotoxic action is claimed for cancer cells. These points 

have been verified in vitro by Drs. Pomerat and Anigstein of the 
Texas Medical College. In vivo, work is indecisive, according to Dr. 
Harry Goldblatt of Los Angeles, California. Some of the poor ef- 

fects reported result from poor designing of the experiments. ACS 
works best on old animals and patients, and is ineffective or little 

effective in young animals, in which resistance to infection is highest. 
In his book, Professor Bogomolets discusses in a general manner the 

previously mentioned claims in regard to the use of ACS in Russia. 
His further claims of prolongation of life are emphasized, although 
this point was not especially brought out in the technical reports 
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received from the U.S.S.R. He discusses the regeneration of cells in 

regard to long life and also several reported instances of longevity. 
Some of the examples are from newspaper accounts and consequently 
need to be verified further. The important European theories of old 
age are mentioned, especially Metchnikoff’s theory of chronic poison- 
ing of the cells by waste products. 

Professor Bogomolets takes the commendable attitude that the 
prolongation of life is still a major problem and will probably not be 

solved by any one treatment, even ACS. In fact, he stresses the well 
known principles of moderation, with physical and mental activity 
important to longevity, as well as any discovered, or discoverable, 
aids to the lengthening of life. 

The scientist will find that Bogomolets’ book suffers from the lack 

of availability of American work on aging and, perforce, a greater 

reliance on European sources, which are somewhat behind recent 
American work in many respects. The general reader will find the 
book stimulating and suggestive for the development of work on 
aging as well as the general treatment of specific diseases suggested 
by Bogomolets. From the technical standpoint, the most serious 
weakness is that dosage in complementary titers and frequency of 
treatment are not included in the discussion. Such suggested data by 

Bogomolets, even if included as a footnote, would have enhanced the 

value of the book for investigators in the field of aging. 
The student and investigator in the field of aging, the general 

reader, and members of the medical profession will enjoy this little 

book for its stimulating viewpoint, even if ACS does not prove to 
have all the advantages claimed for it. Sufficient of its advantages 
have already been proven in this country to justify the production 

of ACS in the next year or so. The scientific investigator should not 
forget that ACS has been renamed in this country by some investi- 

gators to reticulo-endothelial serum (REIS). 

The Robinson Foundation is to be congratulated on putting this 
book before the American public. 

TuHomAS S. GARDNER 
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BOOKS RECEIVED 

Books received since July 1, 1946 are acknowledged in the following 
list. Insofar as space and time permit, some will be selected for review 
in a later issue, but it is unlikely that all will be reviewed. 

THE PROLONGATION OF LIFE, by Alexander A. Bogomolets, 

Duell, Sloan, & Pearce, Inc., New York, 1946, $1.50, 99 pages. 

(Reviewed in this issue, p. 226.) 

EXPERIMENTAL HYPERTENSION, New York Academy of 

Sciences, New York, 1946, $3.75, 179 pages. 

CREATIVE OLD AGE, by Clare deGruchy, Old Age Counselling 
Center, San Francisco, 1946, $2.75, 160 pages. 

THE BEST YEARS: HOW TO ENJOY RETIREMENT, by 

Walter B. Pitkin, Current Books, Inc., New York, $2.00, 194 

pages. 

UNITED STATES LIFE TABLES AND ACTUARIAL TABLES 

FOR 1939-1941, United States Department of Commerce, 
Bureau of the Census, U. S. Government Printing Office, Wash- 

ington, D. C., $1.25, 153 pages. 
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CESAREAN SECTION ' se-za’-re-an. Noun. (L. sectio caesarea—named for 

Julius Caesar, who is said to have been thus delivered.) 

Delivery of the fetus by cutting through the wall of the abdomen 

and uterus. 

EvuTHENIcs u-then’-iks. Noun. thrive.) 

The science of improving the race through regulating the environ- 

ment. 

INGESTION in-jes’-tshun. Noun. (L. in—into+gerere—to carry.) 

The act of taking food, water, medicines, etc. into the body. 

MESENTERIC. mes-en-ter’-ik. Adjective. (uéoos—middle+évrepov— 

bowel.) 

Pertaining to that part of the membrane lining the abdominal cavity 

which attaches the intestine to the abdominal wall. 

METABOLISM met-ab’-o-lizm. Noun. (weraBokn—change.) 

The transformation, of food products, for example, by which energy 

is made available for the uses of the body. 

MICROGRAM mi’-cro-gram. Noun. (yexpds—small+ Fr. gramme—gram, 

the basic unit of weight in the metric system.) 

A thousandth part of a milligram, or a millionth part of a gram. (A 

gram is about 15} grains, according to the English system of weights 

and measures.) It is usually abbreviated thus: yg. 

MUuLTIPAROUS mul-tip’-ar-us. Adjective. (L. multus—many, much 

+parere—to bear.) 

Having given birth to several children. 

MvtTATION mu-ta’-shun. Noun. (L. mutatio, from mutare—to change.) 

A change in form or quality. In biology it is a permanent change 

transmissible to descendants, in some characteristic of an offspring 

from that of its parents. 

MyoMATA mi-o’-ma-tah. Plural noun. 

Tumors made up of muscle. In women in childbirth, a myoma of the 

uterus sometimes blocks the uterine canal. 

NEONATAL né’-6-ta’-tal. Adjective. (veos—new+L. natus—born.) 

Pertaining to the newborn. 
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PLacEeNtTA pla-sen’-tah. Noun. (L. placenta—a flat cake.) 
The round flat organ within the uterus which establishes communi- 

cation between the mother and child through the umbilical cord. 

PRIMIPAROUS pri-mip’-ar-us. Adjective. (L. prima—first+parere—to 

bear.) 

Having borne but one child. 

PsyCHOSOMATIC  si-k6-sd-ma’-tik. Adjective. 

body.) 

Pertaining to the relationship between the body and the mind; 

having physical symptoms of psychic or mental origin. 

ToxeMiA toks-é’-me-ah. Noun. (roéxov—poison +aipa—blood.) 

A general poisoning resulting from the absorption of poisons formed 

in some part of the body. 
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